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A Short Guide to a Chassidic Wedding

Is this your first Chassidic wedding?  Expect the unexpected.

Relax, get comfortable, let yourself  be moved by the flow.

You’re among friends who are glad you are here.

The Wedding day

Marriage, is not only a union between two people; it is a reenactment of  the

“marriage” – the cosmic bond between G-d and the Jewish people that took

place at Mount Sinai, and which is renewed constantly.  Breathless romance and

legal requisites mix easily, each given its moment.  Unmitigated joy and evocative

introspection each have their space and time. 
   

  The wedding is a personal Yom Kippur for the Kallah (the bride) and the

Chasan (the groom). They are forgiven for all of  their past shortcomings; they

begin a new life together. Like Yom Kippur, they both fast until the Chuppah.

Just like the custom to wear white on Yom Kippur, the bride's gown and the

groom’s Kittel (a white robe he wears at the ceremony) symbolize purity. Chas-

sidim prefer to include clothing that the Rebbe wore, things touched by holiness.

Kabbalas Panim - Welcoming The guesTs

  The bride and groom have not seen each other for the week preceding the

wedding.  This highlights the separation necessary for a coming together- among

themselves and in the cosmic sense. The wedding begins with separate receptions

for men and for women.

   

   At the bridal reception the kallah sits on her symbolic "queen's throne", sur-

rounded by her family, as she greets her guests. The chasan sits at his table as he

greets his guests.  At this time, the legal documents of  the Tenaim and the Ke-

tubah are signed in the presence of  witnesses. The Tenaim is the official binding

engagement; the Ketubah, written in Aramaic, details the financial and intimate

obligations, which the husband guarantees his wife.

  

  The groom recites a Ma'amar (a Torah discourse). It begins with the words,

Lecha Dodi (Come my beloved, from the Friday night prayer) and discusses the

spiritual dimension of  man and woman coming together, and explores



marriage as a metaphor for G-d and His people.This talk was first recited by

Rabbi Yosef  Y. Schneerson, in 1929, at the marriage of  his daughter, Rebbetzin

Chaya Mushka, to the Rebbe. 

bedeKen - The Veiling ceremony

   At the conclusion of  the reception, the groom is escorted towards the bride,

accompanied by the singing of  the Alter Rebbe's Nigun, a stirring and sacred

melody composed by the author of  the Tanya.

  

  The groom approaches his bride and places a veil over her face. This follows

the biblical account of  Rivka covering her face with a veil upon meeting Yitzchok

before their marriage. The veiling acknowledges the unseen, evoking in the bride

and guests the energy and sanctity of  this day.  The veiled solitude of  an opaque

veil evokes the tradition that the Shechina (the G-dly presence) rests upon the

face of  the bride.  Like Moses, she too wears a veil.

The chuPah ceremony

  The wedding ceremony takes place under a Chupah (canopy). It is taught

that before the giving of  the Torah, G-d held Mount Sinai over the Israelites'

heads in what was the archetypal Chupah, symbolizing the marriage between G-

d and the Jewish people. Open on all four sides, the Chupah is also likened to

Abraham's house, which had entrances on all four sides as a reflection of  his

great hospitality. Standing under the Chupah, the couple makes a statement that

their house will be open to guests and hospitality just as was Abraham's tent.

  It is erected outdoors, under the stars, as Abraham was promised that his

descendants would one day be like "the stars of  the sky”. 

  With the resumption of  the Alter Rebbe’s Nigun, the groom is led to the

Chupah. Those leading the bride and groom carry candles; the couple's life to-

gether will be one of  light and joy.

  The bride joins the groom under the chupah, encircling him (protecting him)

seven times before standing next to him. Seven signifies creative completion, like

the seven days of  creation, a passage beyond the physical into the spiritual. Just

as the seventh day was the creation of  Shabbos (the Sabbath), a spiritual day and

the day that completed the creation of  the world, so do the seven circles around

the groom signify their completed quest for each other.



The Rebbe's LeeR

  The Rebbe often responded to a wedding invitation with a letter of  blessing

to the bride and groom. May all these blessings come to our chasan and kallah.

The bLessings

The chupah begins with a blessing over wine, the eternal symbol of  joy that

shall runneth over in their home.  The bride and groom also drink from the wine.

The Ring

The ring, an unadorned pure gold band, is placed on the bride's right index

finger in the presence of  two witnesses.  The groom declares, "Behold, you are

consecrated unto me with this ring according to the laws of  Moses and Israel."

This dictum contains 32 Hebrew letters. The number 32 is written in Hebrew

letters as lamed-bet, which also spells lev, meaning heart.

The ring symbolizes an unspoken prayer: Just as this ring is of  unadorned

gold, may their marriage be one of  simple beauty.

Reading of The KeTubah

The Ketubah is read aloud in its original Aramaic text. It spells out the obli-

gations of  the husband to the wife. This reading serves to clearly mark the sep-

aration between the two distinct ceremonies of  betrothal and nuptials, so that

another blessing over the wine may be recited.

sheva bRochoT - The seven bLessings

Similar to the seven circles that the bride walks around the groom, seven bless-

ings are read under the Chupah, paralleling the seven days of  creation. Different

people pronounce these seven blessings. The blessings acknowledge and praise

G-d, Creator of  the world, and of  man, the survival of  the Jewish people and

of  Israel, the marriage of  the bride and groom, the couple's happiness and the

raising of  a family. The last blessing praises G-d for creating love, friendship,

peace, joy, and concludes with a fervent prayer for Moshiach: "Let there speedily

be heard in the cities of  Judah and in the streets of  Jerusalem... the sound of  a

groom and the sound of  a bride... and of  youths from their joyous banquets." 



Following the seventh blessing, the bride and groom drink again from

the cup of  wine.

bReaKing The gLass

Although filled with joy throughout the wedding, we break a glass as a sign

that even at this happy time, we remember the destruction of  Jerusalem and our

Holy Temple, without which we still live. In remembering this event, the couple

is connected to their past and reminded of  their obligation to “rebuild the tem-

ple" in their own lives by establishing their own Jewish home. 

At this point the new couple are led to a private room and the guests enter

the dining hall and begin their meal.

rejoicing: The Wedding FeasT

When the bride and groom enter the dining room, all of  the guests rise to

greet them and begin the celebration. The wedding is considered a religious

event; men and women sit separately and, of  course, dance in separate circles.

This also serves to highlight the sanctity and uniqueness of  the private relation-

ship between husband and wife. 

You may have never danced like this before.  You may be bashful to join in

the dancing.  One thing; if  you do join, you won’t regret it!  It is considered the

most virtuous of  mitzvoth, to rejoice in the joy of  the chasan and kallah.  In

biblical times already it was viewed as sacred (and very fun) duty.

We hope you enjoy the wedding.  May we only share simchas together.

Sources

Sefer Haminhagim, The book of  Chabad-Lubavitch Customs, Published by

Kehot Publication Society

Made in Heaven: a Jewish Wedding Guide, by Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan

ank you:  Pinny Lew for his assistance in preparing this guide and
to our dear mechutanim, Rabbi Yossi and Rivkah Laine, for graciously printing this guide.



e rebbe sends his wishes on mendel’s birth



e rebbe sends his wishes on Fraydee’s birth



e rebbe sends his wishes on mendel’s
upshernish - first haircuing



Tenth shevat 5750 (1990) ה’תש“נ - י‘ שבט

fraydee, two days old, meets the Rebbe for the first time,
- and receives a Tanya from him.



From the archives of Fraydee’s grandfather, rabbi Zalman
Posner. in the postscript the rebbe makes reference to

Fraydee’s father’s maternal grandmother, rebbetzin chaya
Freida Kazarnovsky, aer whom she is named.



lile Fraydee receves a dollar (top) for Tzedakah
and wine (boom) from the rebbe



e rebbetzin (e rebbe’s wife) chaya mushka,
sent this telegram of mazel Tov to Fraydee’s parents’ wedding.



Published here for the first time, the following leers are from the
archives of Rabbi shmuel & hindy Lew - fraydee’s grandparents

e Rebbe sends a leer of Mazel Tov to
Rabbi shmuel and hindy Lew, fraydee’s grandparents, in honor of the

wedding of their children, Rabbi shimon and chaya Posner.
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In honor of the Choson and Kallah

Mendel and Fraydee Kessler
on their Wedding Day, 

Thursday, 3 Nissan, 5770 - March 18, 2010
q

And in honor of their parents 
and grandparents

bspx cspux WesuoH  tnirPWgWh vguxe cnktf, veusa ak fWe tsnuWr baht surbu' 
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